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This thesis is aimed to study development of electricity consumption trends, cluster
historical consumption time series and aim to determine optimal price contract for
both individual clusters and customers.
First main objective of this thesis is with the help of machine learning algorithms
to meaningfully segment electricity consumption data. Second objective is then to
find optimal electricity contract solution for each of these segments.
A literature review is conducted to gain information on the latest developments in
the field of energy consumption studies combined with clustering algorithms and
their applications on the historical electricity consumption data of customers. In
addition, the concepts of data preprocessing as a key part of any data science project
are covered.
The results imply that two-tier clustering, as a machine learning technique, is an
efficient tool to segment electricity load profiles and provide insights into consumer
behavior. A solid model performance of 93 % accuracy provides applicable
indications to determine optimal electricity contract type for company’s client. The
results show that the data-segmentation model constructed could be applied to
create economic benefits for the electricity consumers.
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Tämän

diplomityön

tarkoituksena

on

tutkia

sähkönkulutukseen

ja

sen

segmentointiin liittyviä trendejä, rakentaa sähkönkuluttajien segmentointimalli
käyttäen aikasarjadataa sekä määritellä kyseisille segmenteille tai yksittäisille
kuluttajille kustannustehokkaimmat sähkösopimukset.
Työn

ensimmäisenä

tavoitteena

on

koneoppimisen

menetelmien

avulla

segmentoida 370 asiakkaan sähkönkulutus. Toisena keskeisenä tavoitteena on
määrittää näille segmenteille optimaaliset kulutustyyliin sopivat sähkösopimukset.
Vastauksia näihin edellä mainittuihin tavoitteisiin haetaan kirjallisuuskatsauksen
avulla. Diplomityössä tutustutaan energiakulutuksen tutkimuksiin, koneoppimisen
algoritmeihin

ja

niiden

soveltamiseen

sähkönkulutuksen

klusteroinnin

näkökulmasta. Lisäksi tutustutaan datan prosessointiin, joka on oleellinen osa datan
tutkimisessa.
Lopputulokset tukevat kirjallisuuskatsauksen pohjalta valittua ja käytettyä
kaksivaiheista klusterointimenetelmää, joka osoittautui tehokkaaksi ja tarkaksi
tavaksi segmentoida sähkönkuluttajia. Rakennettu malli tuotti 93 prosentin
tarkkuuden käytetyllä datasetillä. Täten on mahdollista todeta, että malli luo hyvän
edellytyksen määrittämään suurella varmuudella edullisimman sähkösopimuksen
sähköyhtiön asiakkaalle. Käytännössä tämä tarkoittaa sitä, että segmentointimalli
pystyy parhaassa tapauksessa auttaa säästämään selvää rahaa asiakkaalle.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivation

Cost of energy is one of most significant factors within the costs of living
(Szypowski et al., 2019). Growth of population, development of technology,
production and infrastructure over past decades have increased the grosspower
consumption (Molderink et al., 2010; Rathod & Garg, 2017). When looking at
individual households, differing electricity power consumption volumes and
patterns are identified, which can be largely explained by income level of residents
(Song et al., 2017). Electricity companies and institutions are proactively interested
in power consumption behavior of households since this gives them possibility to
better response for customer demand by providing more attractive pricing solutions
(Rathod & Garg, 2017; Mileta, Skok & Simic 2011).
Due to technology advancements in information technology, intelligent metering
techniques and smart electricity grids have been already established in majority of
houses or real estates. Furthermore, today’s environmental awareness translates into
consumers’ interest towards alternative ways of electricity power production
(Ipakchi & Albuyeh, 2009; Farhangi, 2010)..
Nowadays, computing power is getting cheaper and applying statistical methods for
large data sets, such as machine learning techniques (ML), are constantly
developing. Reason for their popularity can be partly explained by the fact that ML
techniques are suiting well for modelling time series, namely power consumption
trends (Feather, Thottan & Huang, 2013). Since difference in electricity usage
patterns of households are obvious, one way to model and understand this
difference is with the help of machine learnings’ clustering methods which can
divide these patterns into user segments (Palm, Ellegård & Hellgren, 2017).
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1.2 Research goals
In this thesis, main goal is to understand how machine learning techniques,
specifically clustering methods, may be applied to model of electricity power
consumption patterns, profiles and styles. The idea is to make a quantitative
research on methods used. Since multiple different clustering algorithms exist,
initial goal is to determine which of them would be best suited for the data in
question. The second part of this thesis focuses on utilizing the results of clustering
to find the cheapest electricity contract for each of the identified segments. With
aforementioned said, following questions with their possible sub questions which
needs to be answered:
Research question 1: What kind of information the existing scientific literature
provides on the applications of segmentation analysis using clustering of household
power consumption?
-

What clustering types there are available and currently used and which of
them are suitable for segmentation?

-

How to evaluate relative performance of different clustering methods?

-

Which are the key factors affecting power consumption difference on a
consumer level (and resulting different clusters)?

Research question 2: Is it possible to construct a conceptual information system
which can segment users upon provided data and, based on the built model, provide
best suitable electricity contract type back as an answer?

1.3 Methodology and scope
The methodology of this thesis is described visually in Figure 1. First, a literature
review is conducted which will cover machine learning practices used in the
analysis of electricity power consumption time series. This will help in
understanding how different algorithms approaches are performing in different
consumption time series scenarios and uses. After gathering enough information on
best practices and algorithms, the research will continue in the form of building
appropriate segmentation model. Results will be utilized in the second practical
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case study where the goal is to fit best performing tariff contract for each previously
identified cluster. For each practical case study, a results and discussion will be
carried out at a final stage.

Figure 1. Used methodology

When it comes to scope of this thesis, the idea is to study performance of clustering
algorithms when applied on historical power consumption of multiple households’
data. Since there are numerous of price contract types on vast of different markets
which respectively are represented by many countries, it was decided to delimit
study on Finnish price tariffs available publicly for consumers. The electricity
consumption dataset used for conducting analysis is freely available at University
of California’s UCI Machine Learning Repository (University of California 2018).

1.4 Structure of thesis
This thesis is organized into seven chapters. In the second chapter literature review
is conducted in order to fill up understanding of targeted topics and used methods
within them. Third chapter will continue on with the concepts of the most typically
used clustering algorithms and other related details will be described. In the fourth
and fifth chapters, two case studies will be carried out. In first case, clustering model
will be built and evaluated and, in the second, optimal price tariff will be searched
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for clusters and individual customers. Thus, after fifth chapter, it will be possible to
evaluate and compare the accuracy of the built segmentation model versus
randomly picked electricity load profile. In sixth chapter, final results of studies
will be discussed together with the conclusion and possible improvement
suggestions for the future works. Chapter seven will be including references and
appendix-materials.
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2 CLUSTERING
2.1 Fundamentals
Clustering is a useful and effective method when there is a motivation to group
unlabeled data; find unique patterns and profiles, conduct grouping or machine
learning including data mining from existing dataset entities (Jain et al., 1999;
Rhodes et al., 2014). Clustering itself is very broad term and may underlie a number
of different approaches. These are unsupervised and supervised classifications. The
main difference between these two approaches is that in the supervised
classification, data is typically already labeled and main target is to identify newly
occurred unlabeled pattern with the help of previously labelled data (Jain et al.,
1999). Unsupervised classification, is on the other hand, determined to learn from
unlabeled data. This thesis will be focusing mostly on unsupervised approach and
its algorithms. Next, focus will be on describing further algorithms which were
mentioned in previous paragraph.

2.2 Supervised vs. unsupervised learning
Key difference between supervised and unsupervised learning is that in supervised
one test data labels are already provided for necessary categories to learn and
classify future outcome. In supervised method, training data without labels is then
typically used to test performance of model built upon supervised algorithm.
On the other hand, unsupervised learning is built upon an assumption there is no
explicit teacher. This means that work have to be done with unlabeled data. This
leads to a situation where algorithm must figure out itself possible patterns from
given data. Clustering, for instance, falls into a category of unsupervised
classification where algorithms are trying to form natural groupings based on data
patterns entered. (Duda, Peter & Stork, 2001, p. 16-17; Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2014,
p. 22-23)
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2.3 Clustering algorithms
2.3.1 K-means algorithm
The original K-means clustering algorithm one of the most well know and oldest of
unsupervised algorithms. Basic idea is a goal of minimizing the objective function.
Algorithm has been independently discovered in various research fields by different
researchers like Steinhaus in 1956, Ball and Hall in 1965, McQueen in 1967 and
finally after publishment by Lloyd in 1982 it became famous and widely used up
till today. K-means assumes that there are existing n-dimensional points which are
to be clustered into a set of K-number of clusters.

There are three steps in the implementation of algorithm:
Step 1. Determining initial partition with K-number of clusters.
Step 2. Generating new partitions with the help of assigning each pattern to its
closest cluster centroid.
Step 3. Computing additional new cluster centers.
In the process above there is assumption existing that steps 2 and 3 are repeated for
as long as the membership of each cluster becomes stable. Most commonly,
distances between determined cluster centroid and the rest of points are calculated
using Euclidean distance, but also other distance functions are used, depending on
application case (Jain, 2010).

2.3.2 Fuzzy C-means algorithm
Fuzzy C-means clustering is an evolution of k-means clustering, first developed by
Bezdek in 1984 after proposal of K-means algorithm. FCM includes so-called soft
clustering method which resolves some of the K-means weaknesses which are
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related to hard clustering. Hard clustering means that every available point is fully
assigned to certain cluster. Benefit of FCM is lying in the fact that it can consider
data points which sometimes may have certain membership degree to multiple
clusters at once. It also may use same Euclidean distance calculation approach as
K-means does.
Typically, initiation of FCM starts with arbitrarily defining number of clusters.
FCM algorithm additionally provides possibility to predefine fuzzifier parameter
and membership degree. After these steps are done, membership degree can be
calculated for each group. Then, an iterative process takes over where both cluster
centroid and its’ membership degrees are updated for so long until process
converges. FCM has its own downsides. For instance, it may be challenging to
select fuzzifier value. It’s a hyper value which controls how much clusters may
overlap over each other. Additionally, since FCM as K-means are both local
searching algorithms, they may fall into local optimum problem, so risk of bias can
be significant (Jain et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2017)

2.3.3 Hierarchical Clustering algorithm
Hierarchical Clustering is one of most used unsupervised algorithms which is
capable of creating visualized so-called dendrogram which can represent the nested
grouping of different patterns based on similarity level of data points. As a
comparison to other methods like K-means, hierarchical clustering is able to group
data hierarchically starting from the top level and drilling all the way down to
sublevels until data is converged (Figure 2). Euclidean distance is usually used for
distance calculation between data points. Typically, when using hierarchical
clustering, there are three types of calculation approaches: single-link clustering or
sometimes called agglomerative way first developed by Sneath and Sokal (1973),
complete-link clustering which is sometimes called divisive, developed by King
(1963) and minimum-variance clustering developed by Ward (1963). According to
Jain et al., (1999), single- and complete-link are most used approaches.
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Main philosophy behind single link is that distance between two clusters is the
minimum of the distances between all pairs of found patterns from two clusters.
This means that clustering goes from the bottom to the top-level by merging clusters
until its converged.
In complete-link way, distance between two clusters is maximum between all
pairwise distances of found clusters in the two clusters. This means that algorithm
starts from the top and goes all the way down using splitting method. Typically,
agglomerative approach is simpler and thus more frequently used (Jain et al., 1999;
Duda et al., 2001, p. 550-552)

Figure 2. Hierarchical clustering example (Github 2019)

2.3.4 Self-Organizing Maps algorithm
Self-organizing maps (SOM) is Artificial Neural Network algorithm which belongs
under umbrella of unsupervised learning methods. Initially SOM was developed by
Kohonen (1982) and nowadays it is one of the most popular and used clustering
algorithms. Idea behind SOM is that as an outcome it provides meaningful
relationship map of clusters which is basically low-dimensional visualization of
processed high dimensional data whom dimensionality was reduced typically to
two dimensions as seen on the top layer of Figure 3. If take a more specific look,
data input is fully connected to each of two-dimensionally organized feature space
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of neurons. SOM may be also effectively integrated with other clustering methods
to provide more effective results.

Algorithm of SOM iterates in the following way:
Step 1. Neurons in the grid are positioned randomly
Step 2. One specific data point from input vector at a time is passed to closest socalled winning neuron in the feature space. Neuron starts aligning to that data.
Step 3. Because of fully connected setting, all neurons are updated via weight
matrix, which means that over time neurons on map start to group and reminding
of selected input data.
Step 4. Algorithm goes back to step 2 and process continues for so long until every
input from vectors is fed to the neurons and there is no more data to update weight
matrix of neurons.
(Kohonen, 2013; Duda et al., 2001, p. 576-579)

Figure 3. SOM network architecture (Neural Networks with Java 2018)
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2.3.5 Mixture Models
Mixture models are family of probabilistic models that can explain subphenomenon within overall dataset. Aforementioned case is related to soft
clustering problem and thus, mixture model approach is widely used both
independently like Gaussian mixture model and in combination with various
clustering algorithms (Abonyi et al., 2007, p.257-258).
One such popular approach is Gaussian mixture model (GMM) which by nature is
somewhat similar to k-means clustering algorithm with the difference that GMM is
capable of calculating membership degree-scores for each point with the respect to
centroid. Optimal parameters of GMM are calculated using ExpectationMaximization parameter estimation algorithm (EM) was developed by Arthur
Dempster et al. (1977).
EM algorithm is an iterative process which goal is to maximize parameters of
model. EN is working roughly in two steps: expectation and maximization. In first
step, expectation is done with respect to the unknown underlying variables, using
current estimation of the parameters. In second step, optimum parameters of a new
model are selected (Moon, 1996; Duda et al., 2001, p. 139).

2.4 Cluster validity index
After clustering process is done, it is important to somehow evaluate performance
of partitions per built model. For this purpose, a cluster validity index (CVI) is
typically used. There are existing at least tens of different CVI’s which are all
unique in their way and developed for dealing with specific datasets. According to
Arbelaitz et al. study, CVI’s fall into three categories: internal, external and relative
validation of models. Internal ones focus on just the partitioned local data of model,
whereas external and relative ones focus on comparing the models with out-of-thebox strategy. Firstly mentioned, however, is practical in real life since typically
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underlying data structure is unknown and therefore absolutely correct partition isn’t
available.
Generally, one of the most used methods are for example Jaccard’s index, Dunn’s
index, Davies-Bouldin index, Calinski-Harabasz index. CVI is in practice mostly
used to help determining k-value of clustering algorithm or another hyperparameter
which happens to have substantial impact on the model outcome. This is the reason
why there’s typically need to rerun CVI multiple times in order to find best result.
In some cases, if applicable, a few different CVI’s may be used to cross validate
each other’s results. (Arbelaitz et al., 2013)

2.5 Missing data
When working with data, usual problem is missing values and finding a way to deal
with them. These kinds of issue may arise when, for example, connection to sensors
is lost. There are a few popular methods to deal with missing values. First option is
to just replace them with zeros. Second one is to calculate unconditional mean based
on available values of the attribute. Third example solution is to calculate
conditional mean, if there is estimate of probability density function of the missing
values given the observed dataset. In the recent decades, emerged more advanced
methods to deal with missing values like multiple imputation (MI) by Rubi (1987)
or example of logistic regression classification by Will (2007) (Theodoridis et al.,
2008, p. 263-265).

2.6 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the common data reduction
techniques. Method is based on assumption that it tries to find linear combinations
of the predictors which are additionally known as principal components, which are
capable of capturing most possible variance within dataset. PCA transformation to
data may make sense in case of multiple dimensions. Thus, reduction of
meaningless dimensions may effectively reduce the size of data even considerably
19

while retaining majority of information, necessary for building meaningful
prediction power. PCA is typically carried out after basic data pre-processing like
normalization and scaling of variables, since skewness and imbalance of data this
may result serious distortions. Optimal number of principal components can be
defined using cross-validation (Kuhn et al., 2013, p. 35-40).

2.7 Electricity market
Electricity market is an entity where a commodity – electricity, is exchanged
between two parties: sellers and buyers. Electricity market consists of several
parties (see Figure 4). For example, in Finland electricity market has been open for
competition since 1995 for electricity production and sales of electricity. Electricity
can be sold in multiple ways from producers to end-customers: via power exchange
like Nord Pool, electricity suppliers or directly to the end-customers. Electricity
delivery is however maintained always by network infrastructure and electricity
distribution companies. Because of market drive, nowadays there are tens of
electricity producers and suppliers in total and efficient tendering solutions both for
customers and companies (Fingrid 2009).

Figure 4. Electricity market flow
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On the bigger scale, there are existing advanced common electricity markets like
Nord Pool in northern Europe. Within this power exchange, energy producers from
all member countries may sell their produced electricity capacity on day-ahead and
intraday markets. At the moment of writing, there are 380 trading companies
registered from 20 different European countries (Nord Pool Group 2018).

2.5.1 Electricity price formation
Electricity price typically contains many different variables, which depend on the
country, are formed individually. However, everywhere in prices two expense
factors are present: electricity distribution handling expenses and sale price of
electric energy (Fingrid 2009).
In Finland, on average household usage is 5000 kWh of electricity per year.
Theprice consists of a) payments to electricity supplier, which corresponds about
40 percent of overall price, b) payments to local electricity transferring company,
which accounts for about 30 percent of overall price and c) taxes to government,
which accounts for the rest of the overall price proportion. From breakdown
mentioned above, customers can tender only electricity supplier (Vattenfall 2018;
Kilpailuttaja 2018).

2.5.2 Contract types for electricity customers
Fixed price contract
In this contract type, electricity price is stable if taking into account two-year fixedterm contract. Price is not tied to day hours or seasons of year. Additionally,
monthly subscription fee is charged.
Spot price contract
Instead of having rather fixed price, which is defined by electricity company, price
per kWh is determined by market. In this case, spot price is formed by Nordpool, a
Nordic wide electricity exchange. Price per kWh is defined on daily basis by
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summing together all participating electricity producers’ prices and then averaging
this price. In this example, all electricity companies taking part in Nordpoolexchange and residing in Finland are taken into account. Additionally, local
electricity company is charging small margin fee on top of every consumed hour,
plus there is a monthly subscription fee. In the contrast to other contracts, this one
doesn’t have fixed-term subscription.
Day/night price contract
Day/night contract is quite straightforward. During the day hours (between 7 AM
and 22 PM), price tariff for kWh is a bit more expensive compared to night hours
(between 22 PM and 7 AM), when electricity price is cheaper. Contract is of fixedterm one for two years. Additionally, monthly subscription fee is charged.
Seasonal price contract
In seasonal electricity contract, price is tied to time of year, days and hours. There
are two price tariffs. More expensive is used during period between 1st of November
and 31st of March, from Monday to Saturday and between 7 AM and 22 PM.
Cheaper one is used during the rest of the time. Contract is two-year fixed term.
Monthly subscription fee is charged
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Table 1. Electricity contract types and prices. Price details inspected on
04.11.2019
Product

Contrac

Subscriptio

Base

Margi

Base

Base

type

t length

n fee

Price for

n

price

price

(€/month)

(€/kWh)

€/kWh alternativ

alternativ

e1

e2

(€/kWh)

(€/kWh)

3,84

0,0649

0,0538

3,84

0,0620

0,0559

Fixed

2-year

3,84

0,0579

Spot

-

3,93

Nordpool

0,0024

-daily
price
Day/nigh 2-year
t
Seasonal

2-year
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3 LITERATURE RESEARCH
Methodology for a systematic literature review in this thesis is based on Webster &
Watson (2002). According to them, literature review is a process, the purpose of
which is at its final “to create foundation for advancing knowledge”. Literature
research plays important role in uncovering factors such unstudied areas of topics.
It helps to find relationships between topics as well as segment them by relevant
thematics (ibid.).
Webster and Watson (2002) suggest that literature review should be done in three
steps: first, defining the most appropriate keywords which would lead to the most
relevant, contributed and cited articles on topic there is interest in. Identification of
streams needs be conducted, since usually topics are interdisciplinary and may
overlap with other ones. In second step, after initial articles review, drilling down
into relevant articles references is suggested. This way, original sources may be
identified and studied further; this process is also called “going backward”. In third
step, or called “going forward”-step, in using some sort of scientific article search
engine like Scopus by Elsevier B.V. combined with reference management
software like ProQuest’s RefWorks or Mendeley to systematically search, sort,
filter and manage already found articles and citations identified in first and second
steps in order to select determine which of those articles will be included into
literature review and research overall.

3.1 Process of search for relevant literature
After defining relevant keywords, first step resulting 205 articles were found. From
this amount, 100 articles and papers were filtered out as completely non-relevant
ones to the topic. 95 articles and papers were left. From the perspective of topic
streams, were divided into diverse aspects of power consumption clustering
methods which included cases on clustering technique applications, price tariffdesign, energy consumption profiling from many different perspectives, for
instance air conditioners, forecasting of electricity price or power consumption.
Because of the already predefined limitations, it was decided to proceed only with
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references which included clustering techniques and pattern style recognition of
power consumption timeseries data. Additionally, it was decided to selectively
remove conference papers because of the lack of citations which respectively raised
concern regarding quality of the output results. First step resulted 52 references.
In second step 52 left articles were analyzed to find additional references. Total of
eight new references were found which were related to clustering techniques. These
new additionally references were related to studies of clustering algorithms. As a
result, 60 relevant references were gathered.

3.2 Energy consumption profiling in literature
Feather et al. (2013) and Fang et al. (2018) concluded that due to smart grid
technology evolving in the fast way for the past few decades, it has provided ground
for extensive energy consumption profiling studies on the global scale. One key
component is the data availability mentioned in the study of Ali et al. (2016) which
opened possibility to effectively exchange information between consumer of
electricity and supplier.
Sun, Zhou and Yang (2017) concluded that in recent years, resident electricity
consumption was raising, especially in rapidly emerging countries like China. As
the energy consumption is growing there appears a need for electricity consumption
profiling i.e. proportionally which factors are the reason for grow. Nowadays, the
world is moving constantly more towards consumer society and thus grow of
electricity consumption mirrors this ever-growing trend. Factors like lifestyle or
family configuration may all have considerable effect on electricity consumption
(Hayn et al., 2016).
Studies provided by Yildiz et al. (2017), Ali et al. (2016) and Li et al. (2018) show
an example of technology transformation: global top companies like General
Electric, Intel, Amazon, Google and Nest have been recently taking active role in
developing trackable intelligent energy management solutions for metering resident
energy consumption. As a result, for example, energy savings can be achieved
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through consumers’ awareness of their consumption. Saving of energy nowadays
can be done even intelligently without human assistance. Additionally, profiling of
electricity consumption is something, electricity companies and suppliers are
interested to analyze and understand as well. This way energy companies are able
to better forecast needed infrastructure investments or provide cost-effective
electricity tariffs for their customers (Oprea & Bara 2016; Ali et al. 2016).
Hayn et al. (2016), Gajowniczek et al. (2018) and Dent et al. (2014) noted that
energy consumption nowadays provides surprisingly diverse socio-economic
information about households from profiling point of view. This information can
reveal dimensions like social status, age, net income, house type or even number of
bedrooms. In study of Guo et al. (2018) energy consumption data was seen as an
effective way to also reveal behavior of consumers on special holidays. If taking
this to larger city-scale, consumer energy consumption behavior may be very
important when it comes to smart grid optimization (Melzi et al., 2017).
Hayn et al. (2016) concluded that when working with household level consumption
information, it is important to understand importance of power consumption for
different domestic appliances like dish washer, oven, microwave or TV. Many
households have additionally numerous heating systems which have to be taken
into account when profiling is carried out.

3.3 Clustering method applications in literature
It appears that unsupervised clustering techniques are quite popular in segmentation
of different patterns, including residential electricity power consumption
timeseries. Pan et al. (2017) conducted research where they applied K-means cluster
analysis on a local-level which was one residential buildings in Shanghai, China.
Setting was indeed interesting since people residing in that building came from very
different socio-economic backgrounds and occupations. Reason for selection of Kmeans clustering method was due to computational efficiency. In this case, easiness
of cluster number selection was highlighted. Guo et al. (2018) also used
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successfully K-means clustering method to study difference in residential electricity
consumption on special holidays and cities. Sample was however bigger
representing total of 4399 residents from two cities. Households were divided into
total of six different clusters.
Another recent study conducted by Yang, Ren and Zhou (2018) evaluated data from
bigger sample of 300 residential users. Target of study was to apply hierarchical
clustering method in order to identify and model abnormal electricity consumers.
Hierarchical clustering was selected because of robustness and easiness of
implementation. Method itself doesn’t require of predefining number of clusters
which is a must for example in K-means clustering method. As an outcome four
different clusters were formed of which two abnormal clusters analyzed. These
clusters however represented minority of all users. Researchers (ibid.) argued that
with this of level information more accurate understanding, electricity usage
forecasting and tariff-price targeting can be made for specific consumers.
Relatively new contribution written by Zhou, Yang and Shao (2017) took for
evaluation fuzzy C-means algorithm (FCM) that was initially proposed by Bezdek
et al. in 1984. Dataset for benchmarking was sizing at 1200 households of electricity
consumption history from East-China. Methodology of algorithm is called fuzzy
clustering and whereas for example traditional K-means algorithm is of crisp
clustering family. For K-means, each data point can be included to one group
whereas in FCM approach same data point can simultaneously be part of multiple
groups, thanks to membership degree between 0 and 1 for each group.
Aforementioned FCM-algorithm was the one of main reasons for selection of
algorithm for research. Prior to process run, fuzzifier value and number of clusters
had to be predefined and adjusted towards optimal values as research results
evolved. Final value for fuzzifier was set to 2.8. Number of optimal clusters which
was at 4, were obtained in the phase of validation with the help of Cluster Validity
Index (CVI) called XB initially introduced by Xie and Beni (1991), VK which was
introduced by Kwon (1998) and VI, introduced by Tsekouras and Sarimveis (2004).
According to research of aforementioned writers, there are existing number of
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different CVI-approaches and typically they are based on Euclidean distance
framework. Cluster number 4 was determined as better variant. Researchers noticed
that no CVI approach is the most optimal but instead they are tailored for unique
needs of research context. In this study, selected CVIs were developed for data sets
with clusters of different sizing and density. Result of 4 clusters was also confirmed
by another CVI called PBMF.
Kwac, Flora and Rajagopal (2014) in their work combined both adaptive K-mean
and hierarchical clustering methods on big dataset which consisted of electricity
consumption history from 220 000 households. In their research, daily usage
consumption is broken down into daily total consumption and a normalized daily
power load shape. Load shapes are first defined with the help of adaptive K-means
where K is defined by minimizing sum of mean squared errors over all shapes.
Hierarchical clustering is the applied for the reason that the adaptive K-means
algorithm may be highly correlated as it doesn’t always understand optimal distance
between cluster centroids.
Hino et al. (2013) proposed a method of using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to
reveal patterns from long-term electricity consumption timeseries of 500
households. As a method GMM is selected for the research because of small number
of imputed parameters. On the other side, prior to pass into GMM, data must be
normalized between 0 and 1 while identifying shapes by probability density
functions. Same as in study of Hino et al. (2017), second step utilizes hierarchical
clustering method to obtain typical patterns of consumption although a KullbackLeibler divergence approach was used in this step instead of Euclidean distance
since working with pdf’s (probability density function) of Gaussian distribution.
Gap statistics were also implemented to find optimal number of clusters. Outcome
of this paper was proving that GMM method is truly working on large consumption
profile datasets and capable of extracting of clusters which are making sense.
Approach could be used for simulation of energy consumption.
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Melzi et al. (2017) also implemented similarly slightly modified GMM method with
K-means algorithm to extract and identify typical user behavior cases from
electricity consumption of approximately 6000 individual buildings. However,
different approach was used compared to Hino et al. (2013) since researchers
consciously limited number of profiles within each cluster to three, namely:
weekday, Saturday and Sunday. This means that within cluster, user is having same
profile for each of these three weektimes. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
was selected to determine best number of clusters. Based on this, six clusters were
selected as the best optimal number. Outcome validation and rationality was
benchmarked by Kullback-Leibler symmetric divergence between densities and the
proportions of each cluster. Comparison was done also against basic K-means,
Hierarchical Ascendant Classification (HAC) and basic Gaussian Mixture Model.
Proposed modified version of GMM outperformed since combined it had most
viable combination of intra-class inertia, computational time and number of
parameters.
Another study related to Self-Organizing Maps was proposed by Räsänen et al.
(2010) who studied electricity consumption patterns of approximately 4000 small
customers from 2010 based in Northern-Savo region, Finland. Räsänen et al. used
methodology where SOM, K-means and Hierarchical Clustering were combined.
Dataset was first reduced to proportionally represent 5 percent of whole year.
Reduction was done randomly using uniform distribution and from specific points
which were common between different customers. Since working with raw data –
and to capture all necessary details - SOM algorithm was used as intermediate step
prior to clustering process. Furthermore, SOM helped to reduce size of data which
made computation more convenient. After this, K-means and Hierarchical
Clustering were applied and results of goodness of subset evaluated using Index of
Agreement (IA). Both models didn’t show any significant improvement if size of
subset of data exceeded 5 percent. Davies-Bouldin cluster validity index was used
as a performance indicator to evaluate optimal number of clusters which was 18 for
winning algorithm that is SOM + K-means. Similar study was previously carried
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out by Figuereido et al. (2005) where SOM + K-means algorithm setting was
implemented under similar conditions.
McLoughlin, Duffy and Colon (2015) have also proved in their study that selforganizing maps may indeed show good results and even outperform other crisp
clustering algorithms like K-means and K-medoid for segmentation before applying
further aggregation procedures. Named algorithms were selected due to their
popularity. For validation and comparison process Davies-Bouldin cluster validity
index was selected. Results proposed SOM as best performing algorithm due to
lowest DB-index and number of clusters between 8 and 10. Contribution of this
paper was that writers conducted clustering on non-aggregated data.
Larger comparison of different popular unsupervised clustering techniques and not
only in context of electricity power consumption profiling was carried out by
Chicco, Napoli and Piglione (2006) who in their study performed extensive
comparison of modified follow-the-leader, hierarchical clustering, K-means, fuzzy
C-means and Self-Organized Maps. Comparison was done with the help of
Euclidean Distance framework where each representative load pattern is
characterized by distance vector. Clustering validity assessment was performed by
changing number of clusters which were decided to range between 5 and 100. As
the result, modified follow-the-leader and hierarchical clustering with average
distance context-criterion approach, outperformed the rest of algorithms since they
were able to provide clearest separation between clusters and capable of identifying
unusual behavior. One additional key finding was that the best performing
algorithms had overall capability of creating small detailed clusters which could be
of help modelling pricing tariffs, for instance. Additionally, in this paper, data
dimension reduction techniques like Principal Component Analysis, CanonicalCorrelation Analysis (CCA) and Sammon Maps were discussed from point of view
reducing and speeding up clustering calculations without losing too much
meaningful information.
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Table 2. Summary of used clustering methods in literature

Author(s)

Clustering method(s)

Optimal

Dataset

cluster
selection
method
Pan et al. (2017)

K-means

RMSD

138 households

Guo et al. (2018)

K-means

WCSS

4399
households

Yang et al. (2018)

Hierarchical clustering

N/A

Zhou et al. (2017)

Fuzzy C-means

XB,

300 households
VK, 1200

VI, PBMF
Kwac et al. (2014)

households

Adaptive K-means with Adaptive K- 220 000
Hierarchical Clustering

value

households

seeking via
threshold
Hino et al. (2013)

GMM

Gap

500 households

statistics
Melzi et al. (2017)

Modified

GMM, BIC

6000 buildings*

GMM, K-means, HAC
Räsänen

et

al. SOM + K-means,

(2010)

SOM

+

DB Index,

hierarchical IA

3989
households

clustering
Figuereido

et

al. SOM + K-means

MIA

165 customers

(2005)
McLoughlin et al. SOM, K-medoid, K- DB Index

3941 customers

(2015)

means

Chicco et al. (2006)

Hierarchical clustering, CDI, MDI, 235 customers
K-means,
means,

fuzzy

K- SI

modified

Follow-the-leader,
SOM
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3.4 Summary of clustering applications
Based on available literature review, it is possible to conclude that there is a rising
interest on the topic of electricity consumption analysis. The literature is relatively
new – every research found were from the past few decades indicating that this
topic is not yet researched thoroughly. Both electricity supplying companies and
researchers are interested in understanding behavior of electricity consumers from
different points of view like behavior analysis and segmentation, new product
development, optimization of electricity distribution. All research cases were, as it
would be expected, treated as a clustering challenge.
Most of the research works were concentrated on the modeling of customer
behavior. In these cases, clustering methods were used for extracting segments.
Depending on the output data, some researches had already good background
knowledge of their customers like socio-economic status details, which helped
understanding algorithm output even better in order to decide whether it is realistic
one.
Datasets used in the literature were usually extracted from electricity providing
companies’ real customer base data and history periods were typically varying from
months to years. One issue that some papers ran into were related to computational
power and selected algorithm limitations because of data amount. This was solved
using aggregation methods by either taking extracts from whole dataset using
principal component analysis procedure or by limiting research to certain weekdays
or months and analyzing them as an entities. Obviously, this resulted some
inaccurateness in the final clusters.
What comes to clustering methods, various of them have been used. It seems that
K-means clustering algorithm is the most used one. Complete list for the reviewed
researches can be found in Table 2. The reason for K-means or other distance-based
algorithms used for the analysis in the most researches is due to its speed of
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implementation for different cases. Additionally, logic behind distance algorithms
is quite simple and straightforward.
In the reviewed research, determining optimal number of clusters was important
from the perspective of successful and meaningful outcome. As Chicco et al. (2006)
stated, based on observations, a typical good cluster number is about 15-20 clusters
in case of electricity supplying companies. Naturally, there will be always more
available phenomena’s but usually they are relatively not decisive. Most
importantly, clusters should be balanced and describing available population well
enough.
Various cluster validity determination methods have been proposed across studies.
In the conclusion of paper written by Dent et al. (2014) it is stated, that there is no
single best cluster validation tool; instead one should concentrate more on data
available, especially on its attributes. Since methodology lying behind every cluster
validity index is different, therefore one index may suit better to specific data over
other. Way to find best suiting cluster validity index is to evaluate them
simultaneously to see the real difference. One of the most used ways of determining
optimal cluster number is the “knee of curve”-approach, thus arbitrarily certain
range of k-clusters are pre-calculated using any validity index and then, such
threshold cluster value is selected after which error or variance is still minimizing
but to considerably smaller extend.

4 CASE STUDY – BUILDING A
CLUSTERING MODEL
Purpose of this chapter is to select the most viable clustering method and build a
model upon it. Study will be based on knowhow gathered and described in the
previous chapters. In this case study – first task is to preprocess data into suitable
format for algorithms. Second task is to select best suitable algorithms and apply
them on dataset. This step also includes cluster validation phase. Third task is to
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analyze outcome results and discuss next steps which are prerequisite for secondary
case study.

4.1 Dataset description
Data which was used for this case study is sourced from University of California’s
Machine Learning dataset portal (UCI 2018). Originally data was donated by
Portuguese energy company Elergone Energias. Dataset is representing electricity
load diagrams of 370 clients. Information is stored as time series into text-file with
semicolon as delimitation separator.
Dataset has total of 371 columns and total of 140 256 rows. First column is referring
to date/time which is formatted as YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS, where YYYY
refers to year, MM to month, DD to day, HH to hours, MM to minutes and SS to
seconds. Overall, extract of consumption is situated between years 2011 and 2014.
The rest of columns after date/time column are representing individual households.
For every electricity meter, usage data is transferred every 15 minutes and indicated
in kilowatts (kW). It is possible to observe that, for some household columns, data
is not available right from the start. For them, data observations are available later,
after 2011. Additionally, due to daylight saving time used in Portugal, every March
and October time changes respectively, which translates in data as zero kilowatts
consumption between 1:00 AM and 2:00 AM.

4.2 Software stack in the case study
Dataset is processed using Python and R languages. Computational work of this
thesis is done in the Kaggle cloud environment (Kaggle, 2019) which in terms of
calculation power included Intel Xeon 2,3 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM. In
addition to base python and R functions, Python Pandas library was used for data
manipulation and preprocessing (Python Pandas 2019). For clustering purposes,
kohonen and cluster-packages of R were used (Kohonen R-package 2019; Cluster
R-package 2019). These packages have proven to be relatively popular for specific
machine learning purposes depending on the used language.
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4.3 Dataset exploratory analysis
Due to facts mentioned previously about missing data in the data description, it was
decided to start my data exploration by first delimiting data to only last years’
observations which was 2014. This way I was able to make use of metering data for
all 370 consumers. After carrying out description analysis it became clear that
electricity usage is varying significantly between user-columns. Figure 5 illustrates
an example that there are noticeable scale differences existing between
consumption levels in the dataset.

Figure 5. Plot of patterns for whole year 2014 of two customers no. 010 (left) and no. 362
(right)

4.4 Data normalization
As mentioned previously by Räsänen et al. (2010), when working in context of data
coming from different consumption backgrounds, consumption levels may be
completely on different scales. Same issue was also a challenge in the work of
Manjang (2018), where normalization of data had to be done before using clustering
methods which were based for example on Euclidean distance metric. The biasrelated issue with Euclidean distance calculation is initially coming from differentscaled attributes. Data normalization resolves this issue by shifting data so that
every data-column will be normalized between zero and one using following
equation 1.
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4.5 Data preprocess and data reduction
4.5.1 Data pre-processing
Typically, data needs pre-processing phase before it can be used in the cluster
analysis. On a basic level, this usually means addition, cleaning or transformation
of training set data. On a more complex level, advanced techniques like principal
component analysis are needed. It is estimated that data pre-processing may take as
much as 80 percent of total time allocated for project or study. Need for data preprocessing has always individual character. Preparation of data may useful when
specific model is planned to be used. Degree of data pre-processing is typically
determined based on algorithm needs, and which is decided to be used for
classification (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013, p. 27)

4.5.2 Data standardization
In order to extract maximum value from data, standardization of available attributes
and its values is needed. Main task is to change scaling of each attribute in the way
that they are inter-comparable with other attributes’ values. Usually this means zero
mean and unit variance. There are existing multiple mathematical standardization
methods which should be chosen depending on data needs. Typically, when
working with data entities which are normally distributed, one commonly used
method is feature scaling and it is done in following way:

𝑥" =

$%&'(($)
&+,($)%&'( ($)

(1)

Equation 1. Normalization formula

Where x’ denotes for normalized value and x denotes for initial value. Feature
scaling ensures that values fall on scale between 0 and 1 (Theodoridis &
Koutroumbas, 2008, p. 263).
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4.5.3 Transformation of dataset
The dataset of this research is large for the purposes of clustering, so even after
reducing observed time period to one year, resulting dataset was of size 35041 x
371. Since the values were metered in kilowatts (kW) in the intervals of 15 minutes,
and it’s easier to read values in kilowatt hours (kWh) – it was decided to aggregate
them. Aggregation was done by dividing every occurred meter value by 4.
Additionally, in order to keep data consistency as good as possible, every column
was inspected and transformed into correct data type. This step is important since
correct data type of column is laying ground for better model performance and
results, when later applying clustering algorithms. Also, existence of empty values
was checked but none was found.
In case of data reduction Räsänen et al. (2010) stated that big datasets with
thousands of rows may cause a problem from computational resources point of
view. They proposed that dimension reduction is an efficient way to get practically
same result but with considerably less data. Solution in their case was to normalize
data and select randomly only 5 percent of total data points, since tests showed that
bigger percentages of data didn’t provide any noticeable value in clustering phase.
Additionally, it was decided to follow same approach which was previously
successfully implemented in Manjang’s (2018) study. So, hourly data was
compressed and reduced into a daily set. As a result, I was able to reduce my data
to size of 365 x 371 or, in other words, down to 1,03 percent compared to initial
dataset of year 2014 which was sized at 35401 x 371.
As a summary in Table 3, now I have three different normalized datasets: first set
with raw hourly data, second set with randomly selected 5 percent sampling of first
set, and third set which is averaged daily data of the first set.
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Table 3. Datasets available for clustering

Dataset

Size (row x col)

Additional information

Dataset 1

371 x 35041

Hourly data

Dataset 2

371 x 1752

5 % random sample data

Dataset 3

371 x 365

Daily data

4.6 Clustering method selection
After data was successfully preprocessed, features revised into usable entity
suitable for clustering, next step is to decide, which of clustering algorithms
described previously in literature review will be used.
Based on literature, so-called two-tier clustering approach was selected to proceed
with, which methodology is seen in below Figure 6. This method has been
previously applied and confirmed as helpful in Mcloughlin et al. (2015), Räsänen
et al. (2010) and Figuereido et al. (2005) studies. According to them, two-tier
clustering approach provided possibility to retain maximum of features of the data
using SOM, while helping optimally and cost-efficiently to determine number of
clusters using K-means. This combination of methods is consisting of first inputting
dataset into self-organizing map (SOM) which produces simplified twodimensional map of features which, again, is feeded into widely known K-means
clustering algorithm.

Figure 6. Two-tier clustering method using SOM and K-means (adapted from Van
Laerhoven, 2001)
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In short, Figure 6 approach works in the following way: normalized and in
particular case transposed dataset is inputed into SOM network which is trained.
SOM provides two-dimensional map matrix that is basically a simplified
representation of features of the initial dataset. This map consists of the winning
weights of the data features. Map is then fed into K-means algorithm, which helps
determining clusters, respectively.
As described in the previous chapter, it was found that there were number of
approaches to compress and handle the datasets to ensure best performance when
passing them to clustering algorithms. Thus, it was decided to form three differentsized datasets and benchmark their performance results against each other in the
first step of my two-tier application which is applying SOM algorithm.

4.7 Implementation of SOM algorithm
Self-organizing maps algorithm in this study is implemented using R-core version
3.6.0 and kohonen-package (Kohonen R-package, 2019). There are few important
factors when implementing SOM. When it comes to training of the map, there are
additionally few package-specific parameters which may need to be adjusted.

4.7.1 Determining size of SOM map and topology
First is to determine optimal size of the grid. Kohonen in 2014 has argued that
selection of optimal map size is based on trial-error basis and is dependent to data.
This means, that it may take more than one iteration to actually find optimal map
size. Method is thus used in arbitrarily way. The bigger map is used, the looser
nodes become and vice versa. Key task is to get as evenly distributed nodes as
possible.
There is a way to approximately calculate size of a map. In the Equation 2, a
represents number of neurons and n is representing number of row-samples of
dataset. This equation helps determining approximate size of nodes to start with.
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𝛼 = 5 ∗ √𝑛

(2)

Equation 2. Formula for determining number of neurons for SOM map

After a few trials, a 15 x 15 map was selected due to, on average, lowest
quantization error (QE) which defines error between neighbouring neuron weights
and is based on mean-square error (MSE) function (Sun, 2018). Topology of
neurons was selected to be hexagonal which was also used by Räsänen et al. (2010).
Depending on implementations of SOM algorithm, there may be different shapes
for selection. Since hexagon neuron has total of six connections to its’ neighbouring
neurons, this is resulting smoother map compared to rectangular one.

4.7.2 SOM training process
In order to determine optimal BMU values, number of iterations must be long
enough. In particular case, rlen-parameter, which provides number of iterations
before convergence, was raised all the way up from default’s 200 iterations to 500
iterations. At around 500 iterations mean distance error was not giving really any
better results (figure 7). Learning rate which means amount in change between two
specific vectors, was left unchanged at default settings which is between 0.05 and
all the way till 0.01 coefficient.

Figure 7. Training process of dataset 2
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Since it was decided to benchmark performance of different datasets, a quantization
error was selected as key metric for the performance evaluation in training phase.
Dataset which would result the smallest quantization error, would be recommended
as the best performing from the statistical point of view. All three aforementioned
datasets in chapter 5.5 were trained with map size of 15 by 15 and following results
obtained as seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Quantization error results for datasets

Name

Quantization error

Dataset 1

2.05

Dataset 2

0.003

Dataset 3

0.005

Based on results, second dataset with the lowest quantization error represents daily
averaged data got the lowest quantization error. In case of third dataset that may be
possible partly because of considerably smaller column-wise size compared to other
two datasets. Additionally, it was interesting to notice that while it took a minute to
two to train second and third datasets, for the first and biggest dataset it took around
one hour.
However, after considering third dataset, I decided to choose to go with second one.
Reason for this is because in the later chapters we would need to analyse hourly
consumption versus price and thus third dataset, which is although representing five
percent of initial hourly dataset, is a rather better compromise in terms of
performance when comparing to the first dataset.

4.7.3 Training results with map size of 10 x 10
After SOM-map has fully converged, one way to evaluate the results is via visual
method (Kohonen, 2014). In figure 8 it’s possible to notice that distribution of
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values is quite even between the majority of the neurons. Only in the upper left
corner it’s possible to notice some noticeable value-difference between compared
to the majority of the neurons.

Figure 8 and Figure 9. Neighbour distance plot of dataset 2 and observation counts per
neuron of dataset 2

In the next Figure 9 it’s possible to observe count distribution of the customers on
the map. Map indicates that some of the neurons are filled but some of them are
missing values which are indicated by the grey colour. Empty neurons may occur
due to size of the map grid. Size for this study was arbitrarily decided to be 10 by
10 for the reason of better suitability for the particular dataset compared to 15 by
15 map which was initially used for benchmarking of datasets. This means that grid
15 by 15 is too big in case of smaller number of observations. One way to reduce
number of empty neurons is thus reducing size of grid making it more compact.
From the other perspective, grid size shouldn’t be too small because possibility of
values overlapping and distortion.
When it comes to quality of neurons, in figure 10 is seen distribution of the quality
of neurons. The closer values of neurons are to zero, the better is overall
distribution. Again, for neurons which are empty, there are no values.
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Figure 10. Quality distribution of neurons in grid. Dataset 2

Although distribution and evenness of neurons, which happened to had data, was
satisfying, it’s clear that map grid of 15 by 15 used in initial dataset benchmarking
is too big for particular dataset. Therefore, based on theory and previously described
rule of thumb-method, a 10 by 10 map grid was used with otherwise default
parameters. When looking at counts of figure 9 – it’s possible to note clear patterns
which could help in the next task of clustering the grid. Overall, results of SOM
seem to be satisfactory.

4.8 Clustering process
The purpose of clustering is to divide previously formed SOM-map to segments i.e.
find the possible behaviour patterns from data. As described in chapter 4.5,
clustering is done using k-means algorithm.
As k-means clustering is by its nature a supervised learning method, it needs some
initial guidance to start with. Most importantly this means that someone must
predefine number of clusters to be searched for. For example, study by Chicco et
al. (2006) proposes that within their study, 15 to 20 clusters were enough to work
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with. Of course, it’s important to notice that key difference here is the used data
which in case of this study is representing considerably smaller number of
customers which provides different starting point. Thus, in order to find optimal
cluster number, an iterative so-called Elbow method is used. For this method, range
of clusters between 1 to 20 are used. Total Within Group Sum of Squares (WCSS)
based on Euclidean distance calculation is used as a metric to evaluate homogeneity
of clusters. Task is to minimize WCSS value, since the lower value each of clusters
receives the better cluster homogeneity is. After this, quality of clusters is evaluated
using silhouette method.
7

3 3 (𝑥4 − 𝜇7 )8
7=> $9 ∈;<

(3)

Equation 3. Formula of WCSS

Equation 3 represents principle of calculation of total within group sum of squares.
Idea is to take difference in square which is taken between data point xi that is
related to the cluster Ck and µk which denotes as mean value of points which is,
again, assigned as well to cluster Ck. Afterwards, a sum of all calculated squared
differences is taken. k in this case represents number of clusters.
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Figure 11. K-means iteration process

As seen from figure 11, Elbow method is fast and easy way to visually and
statistically determine appropriate number of clusters. It’s possible to observe that
algorithm reaches peak of converging after five clusters. Each cluster afterwards is
giving virtually the same results as five clusters. This finding is also in line with the
paper of Amri, Rani & Setiani (2016), who previously studied same dataset and
came to about the same number of clusters.

4.8.1 Cluster validation
Cluster consistency is inspected using silhouette analysis and plot. Silhouette
coefficient is a ratio-type index which measures how well observed point is fitting
into specific cluster with the respect to other clusters. Reason for using silhouette
validation is because of its broad applicability since calculation of silhouette
coefficient is possible with any distance metrics like in this case Euclidean distance.
Range of silhouette coefficient is between -1 and 1, where first one stands for
basically wrong cluster assignation whereas latter represents strong cluster
membership (De Amorim & Hennig, 2015).
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Principles of calculating silhouette coefficient

𝑠(𝑦4 ) =

A(B9 )%C(B9 )
&+, {C(B9 ),A(B9 )}

(4)

Equation 4. Formula for silhouette coefficient

Where 𝑠(𝑦4 ) stands for the silhouette width for the particular observation. 𝑏(𝑦4 )
stands for dissimilarity between specific point and nearest cluster to which this
point doesn’t belong. 𝑎(𝑦4 ) represents dissimilarity between specific point and
other points which belong to the same cluster. Within’ max {𝑎(𝑦4 ), 𝑏(𝑦4 )},
respectively biggest available dissimilarity value for 𝑎(𝑦4 ) and 𝑏(𝑦4 ) is selected.

Figure 12. Silhouette plot. Model with five clusters
From figure 12 it’s possible to see cluster distributions. Average silhouette width
stands at 0,95 (Table 5) which can be considered as satisfactory result. Appears that
fourth cluster segment is the most accurate one and includes highest silhouette
coefficient of 0,97. It also holds majority of customers. On the other side, first
cluster appears to have coefficient of zero. This kind of result occurs in case where
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cluster represents only one observation. Thus, this prevents cluster to have too much
influence on the final average result (De Amorim & Hennig, 2015). Other three
clusters have somewhat higher coefficient which leads to thinking that they have
reasonable cluster structures.
Table 5. Silhouette coefficients for clusters
N0 of cluster

Silhouette coefficient

1

0,00

2

0,84

3

0,37

4

0,97

5

0,54

To understand the distribution of customers in the cluster profiles, one way is to
combine original SOM-grid and the results of k-means clustering which translates
into plot seen in Figure 13. From there it’s possible to observe where exactly
borders of clusters are going from SOM-grid perspective as well as in which
specific neurons clients are residing. As we can see, majority of customers are
residing in the fourth cluster.
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Figure 13. Cluster patterns plotted on top of SOM-grid
Additionally, other way to see how well clusters have been distributed is to inspect
cluster centres. From below figure 14 it is possible to see that every cluster is
separated quite well and for example, no overlapping is noticeable. Cluster centres
also provide good insight on which kind of scale the consumption of customers may
be expected to be. 1st, 3rd and 5th clusters are obviously holding more consumptionintensive customers compared to 2nd and 4th clusters.
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Figure 14. Centres of clusters
Now that five different pattern profiles have been identified, next some detailed
closer look will be taken as a part to understand what kind of electricity
consumption profile each of the clusters are representing.

4.9 Electricity load profile analysis
Next step is to conduct deeper study on the customer clusters which have been
formed in the previous chapter. Task is to understand what kind of load patterns are
behind each of formed cluster. This step will be important specifically for the
upcoming second case study of this thesis, since consumption profiles are laying
ground for the successful determination of the best price for each of consumption
groups.

4.9.1 Distribution of electricity consumers by cluster
Distribution of the customers by cluster are following as seen from Table 6.
Interestingly but not surprisingly – most customers are residing in fourth cluster.
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Other four clusters are looking like being outliers. This will be further examined in
below subchapters.
Table 6. Count of customers per cluster
N0 of cluster

Customer count

1

1

2

17

3

3

4

347

5

2

4.9.2 Load pattern analysis of clusters
Cluster No1
First cluster is the smallest compared to other ones, since it holds only one customer.
On the other side, consumption of electricity for this customer is the biggest one.
From dataset point of view, we are speaking about customer no 362. Figure 14
represents whole average consumption of this customer. The fact that consumption
of this customer at its peak in summer is up to 187 times bigger compared to the
average peak summer peak of 4th cluster which represents the majority of
customers, makes think that this particular customer could be related to some sort
of industry production. Further dive into data shows (figure 16) that daily electricity
consumption pattern shows quite stable electricity consumption regardless of the
weekday. In blue-coded lines represents weekdays from Monday to Friday, whereas
red-coded lines are representing weekend charts from Saturday to Sunday.
Consumption has always low values during the night-time and raises quickly in the
morning for the period of day hours. Typically, weekend consumption is on the
lower levels compared to weekday profile. As seen before in Figure 14,
consumption has also strong tendency to raise towards the summer. However, after
inspection of several weekly charts from different times of year it became clear that
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consumption behaviour stays virtually the same throughout the whole week with
high stability and low variance.

Figure 15. Daily electricity consumption pattern for customer no. 362 belonging
to cluster no 1. Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends
Cluster No 2
Second cluster is also second when it comes to the number of customers. There are
total of 17 customers residing in cluster. Daily wise pattern speaking (Figure 16),
customers of second cluster have quite steady consumption during night and day
which shifts radically to bigger consumption towards daytime. Electricity loads are
also raising towards summertime which can be also observed from figure. Weekday
wise, consumption tends to be quite similar when compared to weekends, although
it has somewhat bigger variance.
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Figure 16. Daily electricity consumption pattern for all customers belonging to
cluster no 2. Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends
Cluster No 3
Third cluster is rather small as it consists of only three customers. Compared to the
second cluster, they have bigger consumption but smoother movement on the daily
chart when night hours are making transition into day hours (Figure 17). Weekday
consumption of electricity is also significantly higher comparing to weekend
profile. Summer has effect on the electricity consumption but not a substantial one.
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Figure 17. Daily electricity consumption pattern for all customers belonging to
cluster no 3. Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends
Cluster No 4
Fourth cluster is interesting since majority of customers has been identified there.
Total of 347 customers are residing there. There are few reasons for this which can
be found in Figure 14. First is the fact that these particular customers are having
smallest electricity consumption compared to the rest of heavy user-clusters.
Second fact is the small amount of fluctuation in the consumption on average. Even
during summer, on average consumption stays relatively low. Daily electricity load
chart in Figure 18 shows, that consumption of these customers is on average
growing smoothly on daily hours. Also, weekdays tend to have higher consumption
compared to weekends which are typically almost idling.
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Figure 18. Daily electricity consumption pattern for all customers belonging to
cluster no 4. Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends
However, since number of residing customers is proportionally so big to the rest of
clusters, it was decided to further break down fourth cluster in order to extract more
insights from it. One reason for this was the assumption that behaviour of different
customers is differing from each other and this was confirmed after randomly
inspecting few different customer load charts. In some periods of time, charts
showed significantly different behaviour.
Based on these observations, whole dataset of customers belonging to fourth cluster
was clustered again to number of smaller sub clusters using K-means method. As
previously, Elbow method was used to determine potential optimal cluster number.
After cluster validation phase with Silhouette coefficient inspection, a k=5 was
chosen. Results were interesting, since they showed that there was further room for
additional patterns.
For example, from silhouette analysis (Figure 19) it’s possible to observe total great
average width of 0,97. On average, each of clusters have high cluster widths which
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indicates good separation between them. Each of cluster centres (Figure 20) are also
separated well which can be translated into a good performance.

Figure 19. Silhouette analysis for new k = 5 after second clustering stage

Figure 20. Cluster centres (k=5) after second clustering stage
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Now that new clusters are formed, next step is to inspect them and make
conclusions of new insight they bring.

Figures 21-25 (starting from upper left). Daily electricity consumption pattern
for all customers belonging to sub clusters no 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends

First sub cluster is the smallest one with holding only 12 customers. On average as
seen from Figure 20, customers for this cluster are having biggest consumption
compared to other four clusters within the new clustering iteration. Daily load
patterns in Figure 21 are indicating that their consumption is steadily rising towards
morning hours, while creating “shoulders” pattern which translates into higher
loads at morning and during the evening. Then, consumption typically starts
decreasing steadily after 9 PM. Weekday versus weekend comparison reveals
somewhat same consumption, however, looks like weekend mornings have bigger
consumption between these two time periods. On the other side, consumption of
weekdays tends to have bigger deviation compared to weekends. Consumption of
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electricity have also tendency to be lowest during February and March while being
highest during the end of July, start of August.
Second sub cluster is representing second largest population of users with 88
consumers. These customers consume on average two to five times less energy
compared to the first cluster. Daily load pattern (Figure 22) appears to have day
hours-oriented consumption although consumption seems to be at the highest from
roughly 10 AM to 12 AM. Similar “shoulders”-pattern which was found in first
cluster can be seen here as well however evening hours are quieter. Weekdays show
bigger consumption during early morning compared to weekend. Same thing is with
evening hours. Consumption change-behaviour during different seasons is rather
small for second cluster.
Third sub cluster is compact one with 17 customers. These customers appear to
have (figure 20) on average second biggest consumption when comparing to the
second, fourth and fifth clusters. Daily load profile has considerably less
fluctuations compared to previous load profiles (Figure 23). Fragmentation of
consumption happens specially during the out of office-hours. Weekdays are
generally having bigger electricity consumption in comparison with weekends.
Especially midday consumption for weekdays is higher during the morning hours
and afternoon. Seasonality is present in the average load pattern of third cluster
which shows biggest consumption of electricity around July-September and lowest
during the February. However, interesting sawing pattern is observed where
consumption raises approximately every second month.
Fourth cluster represent the biggest number of customers – total of 195. As seen
from cluster centre in Figure 24, electricity consumption for these consumers is the
smallest one ranging mostly between 0 and 50 kWh per 15 minutes. Weekday daily
load pattern shows that during the day, starting from the early morning hours,
consumption is mostly growing in approximately five different waves. Weekend is
interesting in the way that on average electricity consumption is mostly at low
levels. Also, it looks like on average time of year is completely irrelevant with the
regards to electricity consumption for this particular load pattern.
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Of course, in this case, it is good to conclude that because of the size of cluster,
some outliers still can be detected (by light colour in figure) which have
substantially higher electricity consumption or a bit different behaviour pattern.
Fifth sub cluster of cluster no. 4 has 35 consumers. Cluster is third highest when it
comes to average electricity consumption (figure 20). Electricity consumption
behaviour is here notably different compared to the rest of sub clusters. Daily load
patterns (figure 25) show relatively high descending consumption during the night
hours which starts again to slowly grow towards morning in few waves. On the
evening consumption grows. Generally, weekday and weekend patterns look the
same but on weekends, electricity consumption is smaller. Figure 20 shows that
time of year has an effect on the consumption. As in the few previous sub clusters,
February is the lowest month for consumption while mid-summer is the highest
one.
Cluster No 5
Fifth cluster appears to be also small with only two consumers residing in it, but
these two consumers have high consumption compared to the rest of clusters. Daily
average load pattern in Figure 26 shows that electricity is consumed quite steadily
with small overall fluctuations from night hours to day hours. Summertime has an
effect on consumption which can be seen from average cluster (figure 20). Weekday
versus weekend comparison however reveals that consumption on weekends is
overall smaller than on regular weekday.
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Figure 26. Daily electricity consumption pattern for all customers belonging to
cluster no 5. Blue = weekdays, Red = weekends

4.9.3 Summary of load profiles
Task of this chapter was to deep dive into formed clusters to understand more the
behaviour patterns. All five clusters were studied by visual inspection. For this,
hourly chart figures were decided to use, since they are effectively able to show
overall trend of each cluster. Seasonality determination was done using cluster
average profiles. Typically, weekdays and weekends may considerably differ from
electricity consumption behaviour point of view even on hour level, thus they were
separated as two periods of time in order to understand better their weight on overall
load profile.
Due to size of fourth cluster, it was decided to cluster it further down to five
additional clusters. This turned to be useful, since it helped to find five additional
load profiles which will be useful for further electricity price study comparison.
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As a takeaway from study – it was learned that diversity between the load profiles
is big. Particular dataset is managing well to represent customers with very different
backgrounds since variety is high. There are customers with both very high and
very low seasonality. Overall, it’s possible to state within the limits of the given
dataset that on average electricity is least consumed during February and March
while from July to September consumption of energy is on its peak.
There are customers with both very high and very low consumptions. Daily
electricity load profiles are differing notably from each other as well. Most of load
profiles have their peak consumption situated at day hours but few are indicating
rather high activity during the night hours. Finally, there are load profiles that are
very steady indicating some sort of stable maintenance functions.
Without additional meta-data related to the dataset it’s hard to make further
statements what kind of users each of cluster is representing. It seems that the
majority of clusters are related to for example industrial processes, infrastructure or
stand-by functions. However, fourth cluster with the majority of customers residing
there and lowest average consumption have shared patterns which are leading to
thinking that there are actual humans behind them. These patterns could belong for
example to houses, block apartments or office buildings.
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5 DECIDING OPTIMAL ELECTRICITY
CONTRACT FOR IDENTIFIED CLUSTERS
In this chapter, the task is to perform second main task of this thesis which is related
to identification of the best suiting electricity price contract for each clustered load
profile. Additionally, best suiting contract will be calculated for each of customers
to understand how distribution is going on more local level. Results are evaluated
and discussed.

5.1 Methodology of evaluation
The first main task of this thesis was to form cluster load profiles based on the
available data. The results of the customer cluster residence were saved into output
file which could be now used to apply different electricity contract schemas on
them. For the reason of simplicity, total of four most popular reference price-models
were taken from literature review phase (Table 1) from one of the biggest most
known Finnish electricity company which not only sells electricity but produces it
and maintains the regional infrastructure.
Price model building, price calculation and evaluation was performed in this case
using python language. For verification purposes of methodology functionality,
prices were calculated in two separate ways: for each cluster and for each individual
customer. Basic assumption on the outcome is that in both calculation ways contract
type distribution results should be about the same.

5.2 Results of distribution of contract types
For both cluster contract distributions (Figure 30 and Appendix 1) and individual
customer distributions (Figure 27) results are in the line with the original
assumption. For the ultimate majority of individual customers, seasonal contract
type seems to be cheapest one. In total, for the few dozens of customers fixed (8
contracts) and spot contract (17 contracts) were the best one. These customers
resided in fourth cluster (Figure 28). One of the reasons which probably could have
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big effect on the results from contract type perspective is the fact that used
consumption data was originally from Portugal, which is located in the southern
Europe and on the other hand the electricity price models were Finnish ones. Thus,
it is possible to conclude that weather and temperature differences may be quite
different, depending on the season.

Distribution of contract types / clusters

Contract type

Seasonal

345
0

Day/night
Spot

17
8

Fixed
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

No. of contracts

Figure 27. Distribution of best contract types by individual customer
Ranking of contract types for the most of time was quite repetitive: cheapest was
seasonal, secondly fixed-type, third was spot-type and lastly day/night-type being
most expensive of all variants.
Breaking down data of fourth cluster which was clustered additionally second time,
shows (Figure 29) quite same results when comparing to initial clustering of seen
in Figure 28 and their proportions. There, biggest variance of different types of
contracts is residing in fourth sub cluster and in second sub cluster with one
customer there having actually advance of spot contract type.
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Figure 28. Distribution of contracts within clusters
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Figure 29. Distribution of contracts within sub clusters of cluster no. 4

When it comes to contract distribution of clusters, results are even more
straightforward (Figure 30). For each cluster cheapest contract alternative appears
to be always seasonal one. Same situation counts for all sub clusters of fourth
cluster. The reason for this sort of ultimatum can be explained by the nature of
clustering itself, since each cluster is at its best only average of similarly patterned
occurrences.
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Distribution of contract types on average / clusters
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Figure 30. Distribution of best contract types on average by cluster
This way, it is possible to conclude that judging by segmentations seen from Figure
27, segmentation of customers to different clusters based on their consumption
characteristics has been relatively successful. This means that by using just cluster
model of this case, result accuracy will be around 93 percent in case of this dataset.
Accuracy result of model is calculated in the following way: all 370 customers
available in dataset are subtracted from 25 customers for which other contract type
was better. This gives 345 customers. Then, this number is divided by all customers
which gives the result.
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6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

As per first main research question, overall task was to examine available literature
on segmentation analysis and data modelling of household power consumption. As
a result, it was identified that number of different approaches and algorithms from
clustering perspective may be effectively used for determination of customer
behaviour. An interesting fact was that both crisp (for example K-means or
Gaussian Mixture Models) and soft (for example Fuzzy C-means) clustering
algorithms may, depending on the use case and dataset, work precisely.
Evaluation of model performance appeared to have an integral role in the
successfully implemented models. Typically, these metrics were cluster validity
indexes. Nonetheless, it was surprising to find how many different CVI’s there are
invented. Many of CVI’s were built specifically to address specific problem.
However, for this thesis it was decided to go with most frequently used CVI called
silhouette coefficient which performed well enough proving good cluster validation
results in different settings.
Understanding of key factors affecting power consumption difference was also
important part to understand to fill knowledge on consequences this may have.
Climate and temperature are naturally one of the most important factors. Secondly,
it’s possible refer to nature of electricity consumption. In case of used dataset,
variance between load profiles was notable. Initially, idea for this thesis was to
focus on households but already during the data pre-processing it appeared that
besides potential regular household patterns, outliers are heavily present. Judging
by pattern behaviour and big consumption levels, looks like we are talking about
industrial-level consumers or static and steady electricity consuming entities or
devices. These assumptions are additionally backed by the specific clusters which
were formed as a part of existing model.
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Second research question was related to studying and implementing conceptual
information system which would be able to segment users upon provided data and,
based on the built model, provide best suitable electricity contract type for a user.
As in the first research question, this involved searching for relevant clustering
segmentation papers. At the end, based on novelty, relevance and uniqueness, it
was decided to select so-called two-tiered clustering process. In this case, it’s
combination of Self Organizing Maps (SOM) and K-means. This stack provided
for example opportunity to use only five percent of the selected dataset and still not
to make big compromises on the accuracy outcome. Essentially this provided
possibility to save some good time during clustering process.
Final model performed the best with five clusters. Support for this assumption was
previously found from aforementioned cluster validity index evaluation and based
on found paper which previously happened to study the same dataset from
clustering point of view.
Second part related to second research question was identifying optimal electricity
contract types per cluster. This work was also to more extent conceptual one and
was quite code-intensive. However, as initially expected, results were satisfying
since comparison of different pricing models worked.
Electricity consumption segmentation model developed showed that over 90
percent of customer electricity load profiles felled into main five segments with
only small portion of customers not really fitting into a few segments due to
misclassification of load profiles. In some cases, difference between contract type
costs remained to be very small.
During the work, some limitations were observed as well. For instance, because of
the southern climate of Portugal, load profile patterns are considerably differing
from ones coming from northern Europe’s climate. This was noticed especially
during the second case study, since cheapest contract in almost every user case was
seasonal one. This tendency could be explained by usage of Finnish and Nordic
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electricity pricing models in this thesis which are typically assuming that electricity
consumption is lower during the summer season and higher during the winter
season. Finnish price contract types were selected due to easy access to them.
Additionally, further discussion on the customers characteristics like for example
whether we are speaking of household or big factory was left out due to lack of this
information for the dataset. However, simply judging by final price bills regardless
of the contract type it’s possible to conclude that there were big consumers of
electricity in the game.

From the perspective of the final result, most important takeaway was to prove that
formation of meaningful load profile segments which actually represent the
majority of users and identification of best electricity contract for them is possible
on the theoretical level.

Future improved work could improve preciseness related to this topic by usage of
local electricity consumption data combined with the local electricity contract
types. In this case local means one country for both data and price models.
Implementing several different price models in the analysis may be problematized
as well, since for example, the cheapest seasonal contract type in real world is
available only outside Helsinki metropolitan area. This means that care should be
taken, when implementing the presented optimization system in different
geographical areas. On the other hand, to broaden the comparison, more electricity
contract types including all the available options could be included in the presented
system. Weather data and temperature could be included during model building
phase to enrich the result. Ideally, it would be also good to have each customer
already labelled. This way, labelling could help estimating behaviour of the user.
In turn, this could help in building more precise model and evaluation methods for
them.
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Appendix 1. Table of fee distributions per contract type for each of
customer cluster segments
Cluster 1
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

24 501 784 €

Spot price-type

26 111 450 €

Day/night price-type

26 618 827 €

Seasonal price-type

24 133 084 €

Cluster 2
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

1 210 922 €

Spot price-type

1 255 098 €

Day/night price-type

1 298 385 €

Seasonal price-type

1 198 821 €

Cluster 3
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

3 965 363 €
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Spot price-type

4 078 866 €

Day/night price-type

4 233 359 €

Seasonal price-type

3 926 451 €

Cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

110 223 €

Spot price-type

113 673 €

Day/night price-type

117 815 €

Seasonal price-type

109 250 €

Sub cluster 1 / cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

601 843 €

Spot price-type

618 673 €

Day/night price-type

642 769 €

Seasonal price-type

596 508 €

Sub cluster 2 / cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

104 778 €

Spot price-type

108 266 €

Day/night price-type

112 130 €

Seasonal price-type

103 908 €

Sub cluster 3 / cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

400 956 €

Spot price-type

413 338 €

Day/night price-type

428 730 €

Seasonal price-type

397 116 €
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Sub cluster 4 / cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

33 148 €

Spot price-type

34 033 €

Day/night price-type

35 303 €

Seasonal price-type

32 880 €

Sub cluster 5 / cluster 4
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

243 563 €

Spot price-type

252 277 €

Day/night price-type

260 816 €

Seasonal price-type

241 288 €

Cluster 5
Product type

Price result

Fixed price-type

9 304 967 €

Spot price-type

9 549 885 €

Day/night price-type

9 866 460 €

Seasonal price-type

9 193 113 €
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